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Summary: Deposit growth is a top priority for banks, and appealing to millennials
may be a way to do it. But, this can be tricky too.
In case you were wondering or are one of those people who doesn't sleep well, we offer some new information
for you to consume. Researchers have found that people who have more social support tend to get better sleep.
Now maybe you can go back to sleep!
For community bankers, there is no rest however when it comes to keeping customers happy. In fact, while
millennials may be the customers of the future, for the present, their finances appear to be problematic.
Here, BAI research found that traditional bank deposits by millennials declined about 30% in 2018, after
dropping 17% in 2017. At the same time, wealthier bank customers have been shifting money out of deposit
accounts into investments in hopes of increasing returns.
The double punch has made deposit growth the top priority for banks, according the survey. Last year, deposit
growth was not among the top three challenges.
In trying to grow deposits, community banks may have an edge over larger banks, at least for now. As the Fed
has raised interest rates, community banks have been quicker to boost savings rates, particularly on CDs, than
large national banks. These higher rates at community banks could lead to a bigger draw.
The millennial issue is a tougher one though. The decline in deposits among millennials has several potential
sources, including preferences for digital options and other investments. However, a more troubling issue
perhaps is the difficulty millennials are having saving money.
Much of that problem is a result of student debt. Millennials carry 300% more student debt than their parents,
according to the College Board. This can make it tough to pay bills, much less think about owning homes.
Some community banks may be willing to step in here and try to guide millennials. There are opportunities to
offer assistance through financial literacy programs along with money management classes. Several studies
have shown financial literacy is an ongoing issue, but the will to learn is strong. One option may be to enlist a
millennial employee to spearhead such classes as you mentor them and help your future customers too.
Higher savings rates on deposits are no doubt attractive to customers who do have cash, although appealing to
them typically requires more and better digital offerings. If you have the resources, you will want to consider the
financial position of the millennial generation, as you develop your digital offerings.
Whatever demographic you target as you try to grow deposits, you are sure to find plenty of competition.
Despite these challenges, community bankers are making strides, but the fight is a tough one for sure. In one
survey in the third quarter of last year, 64% of bankers said deposit competition had increased and 77%
expected competition to be even more heated in the future.
As you focus on growing deposits, you should know that every other banker feels a similar urgency. There is no
single recipe for success, but with the right enticement, you may be on your way to winning the fight for more
deposits, as you gather up new millennials as customers too.
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BANK NEWS
Gen Z Worries
Top financial stressors for Gen Z are purchasing a home (67%) and living paycheck-to-paycheck (66%).

Customer Frustrations
A study by cg42 finds 11% of major bank customers are willing to leave their current institution. This represents
$344B in retail deposits and $16B in revenue and has grown due to the ease of switching. Top 5 frustrations
cited are: acting dishonestly or unethically; constant nickel and dime fees, not offering competitive rates and
pricing, data breaches; overdraft charges.

Recession Timing
The Wall Street Journal reported a survey of Blue Chip economists predicts a 25% chance of a recession in the
next 12 months - the highest level since Oct 2011. Meanwhile, 56% of economists expect it to start in 2020.

DEPOSIT OPPORTUNITY YIELDING 2.55%
In an effort to expand our relationships, PCBB is pleased to offer community banks a money market deposit
account rate of 2.55%, subject to availability. Contact operations@pcbb.com.
Copyright 2018 PCBB. Information contained herein is based on sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Customers should rely on their own outside counsel or accounting firm to address specific circumstances. This document cannot be reproduced
or redistributed outside of your institution without the written consent of PCBB.
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